
 
 
 

YOUR LIFE CANNOT BE ANY EASIER THAN YOUR MOVEMENTS 
 

 CORTICAL RE-EDUCATION AND FELDENKRAIS  
 
 
 
 
 
Our patterns of movement have been determined by our personal history.  We first learned HOW 
to move in order to live.  At the same time, we were learning HOW NOT to move in order to get 
love or at least survive. 
 
During childhood, in adapting to earth and the big people around us, we experienced rebuke and 
fear or support and encouragement.  These limits and permissions influenced our developing 
movement patterns. 
 
By adulthood, distortions from accidents, injuries, illnesses (and their compensations left in the 
body even after the symptoms were gone) further added to the already conflicting instructions 
vying for dominance in the same movement command. 
 
So a simple intention to reach out a hand, or turn a head, or move a hip elicits our emotional 
history, “ No! I shouldn’t” Yes! I want to! It’s not OK. But I have to! But I can’t!”  and also 
activates our compensations that limit our range or cause pain.  All happening at the same time on 
one single pathway of movement! 
 
Unconscious habitual patterns CAN BE UNLEARNED, freeing our amazingly plastic brain to 
make better choices, BUT ONLY if we first bring back into our awareness what we compulsively 
do that we didn’t know we were doing.  Only then does our nervous system know what to erase 
and replace with upgraded learning.  Otherwise we simply impose a new flawed rule (about 
behavior or about movement) on top of the old error in an attempt to “fix it.”  Adding one more 
layer of confliction instructions! 
 

“UNTIL YOU KNOW WHAT YOU DO NOW, YOU HAVE NO CHOICE TO DO 
OTHERWISE”—Moshe Feldenkrais 

   
Kinesthetic exploration through lessons and table work, combined with processing your 
discoveries, can replace these conflicting commands with new choices. 
The reward is 
         -a clarity of purpose-a totally meant “yes”, a fully permitted “no” 
         -a healing of physical injury or emotional trauma 
         -and congruent, powerful, comfortable movement 
 
 
 
“FUNCTIONAL MOVEMENT HEALS”- Harriet Goslins, Founder of CFR 

 
 


